Screeners By Kässbohrer

Perfect Seedbed

Kässbohrer beach cleaners and mobile screeners

Remove rocks and ribbons/roots while preparing the perfect seedbed, all in one efficient, cost-saving pass!

Kässbohrer Screeners pick up the first few inches of the soil, sift out rocks and vegetation, then return fluffed and aerated soil immediately back to the seedbed.
Kässbohrer Screeners are a uniquely efficient and economical choice for Power Screening in a variety of applications from beachcleaning to athletic field maintenance, horse track and arena screening, and seedbed prep.

Kässbohrer Screeners and Stone Pickers are designed to make you money. With a screener, you can do all the final prep work in one profitable pass: loosen the ground, pick up rocks and roots, and immediately return screened topsoil for a perfect seedbed.

For the models Cherrington 4600 XL and 440 XL we offer an optional pre-screening powered roller for soil preparation. This truly makes this machine a one-step seedbed prep tool. The hydraulically powered roller with hydraulic depth control is an option on models of the 4600 XL and 400 XL series. It can be raised when not in use. The roller has carbide teeth for tilling compacted ground and leaving a granular seedbed for immediate screening and removal of rock, roots, sod and old turf.